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Materials
Abstract
Material equation-of-state (EOS) models, generally providing the pressure and internal energy for a given
density and temperature, are required to close the equations of hydrodynamics. As a result they are an
essential piece of physics used to simulate inertial confinement fusion (ICF) implosions. Historically, EOS
models based on different physical/chemical pictures of matter have been developed for ICF relevant
materials such as the deuterium (D2) or deuterium-tritium (DT) fuel, as well as candidate ablator materials
such as polystyrene (CH), glow-discharge polymer (GDP), beryllium (Be), carbon (C), and boron carbide
(B4C). The accuracy of these EOS models can directly affect the reliability of ICF target design and
understanding, as shock timing and material compressibility are essentially determined by what EOS models
are used in ICF simulations. Systematic comparisons of current EOS models, benchmarking with
experiments, not only help us to understand what the model differences are and why they occur, but also to
identify the state-of-the-art EOS models for ICF target designers to use. For this purpose, the first Equation-
of-State Workshop, supported by the US Department of Energy’s ICF program, was held at the Laboratory for
Laser Energetics (LLE), University of Rochester on 31 May–2nd June, 2017. This paper presents a detailed
review on the findings from this workshop: (1) 5–10% model-model variations exist throughout the relevant
parameter space, and can be much larger in regions where ionization and dissociation are occurring, (2) the
D2 EOS is particularly uncertain, with no single model able to match the available experimental data, and this
drives similar uncertainties in the CH EOS, and (3) new experimental capabilities such as Hugoniot
measurements around 100 Mbar and high-quality temperature measurements are essential to reducing EOS
uncertainty.
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Abstract
Material equation-of-state (EOS) models, generally providing the pressure and internal energy for a given density
and temperature, are required to close the equations of hydrodynamics. As a result they are an essential piece of
physics used to simulate inertial confinement fusion (ICF) implosions. Historically, EOS models based on different
physical/chemical pictures of matter have been developed for ICF relevant materials such as the deuterium (D2) or
deuterium-tritium (DT) fuel, as well as candidate ablator materials such as polystyrene (CH), glow-discharge polymer
(GDP), Berylium (Be), Carbon (C), and boron carbide (B4C). The accuracy of these EOS models can directly affect
the reliability of ICF target design and understanding, as shock timing and material compressibility are essentially
determined by what EOS models are used in ICF simulations. Systematic comparisons of current EOS models,
benchmarking with experiments, not only help us to understand what model differences are and why they occur, but
also to identify the state-of-the-art EOS models for ICF target designers to use. For this purpose, the first Equation-
of-State Workshop, supported by the US Department of Energy’s ICF program, was held at the Laboratory for Laser
Energetics (LLE), University of Rochester on 31 May - 2nd June, 2017. This paper presents a detailed review on the
findings from this workshop: (1) 5-10% model-model variations exist throughout the relevant parameter space, and can
be much larger in regions where ionization and dissociation are ocuring, (2) the D2 EOS is particularly uncertain, with
no single model able to match the available experimental data, and this drives similar uncertainties in the CH EOS,
and (3) new experimental capabilities such as Hugoniot measurements around 100 Mbar and high-quality temperature
measurements are essential to reducing EOS uncertainty.
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1. Introduction1
Accurate equation of state (EOS) models, relating the2
thermodynamic state variables of a material, are essen-3
tial to material science, plasma and high energy density4
physics, and warm dense matter studies since they are re-5
quired to enforce the conservation laws in multiphysics6
simulations [1]. In high energy density physics appli-7
cations, the EOS must describe the material response8
over huge ranges of conditions covering the full variety9
of phases from crystalline or amorphous solid to ionized10
plasma. The large range of conditions and their extreme11
nature make it impossible to completely explore the EOS12
experimentally and so researchers must rely on theoret-13
ical calculations, benchmarked against experiments at a14
few (T, ρ) points. Where data do not exist, confidence15
in EOS models can be built by comparing calculations16
from fundamentally different approaches. This process is17
essential to the development of reliable EOS models.18
In inertial confinement fusion (ICF) experiments, the19
EOS plays an essential role in determining the overall im-20
plosion performance (measured by the total fusion yield).21
The EOS determines the overall drive efficiency through22
the ablation pressure and hydrodynamic coupling effi-23
ciency to the deuterium-tritium fuel [2], the timing of24
shock waves [3–6] driven through the target, the growth25
rates of hydrodynamic instabilities [7–10], and the com-26
pressibility of both the fuel and ablator [11]. As a re-27
sult the EOS is an essential piece of ICF design calcula-28
tions; in turn, ongoing ICF experiments have stimulated29
very rapid developments in state-of-the-art EOS simula-30
tions and experiments. In a 2016 white paper detailing31
the major challenges to ICF research commissioned by32
the US Department of Energy’s National Nuclear Secu-33
rity Agency (DOE-NNSA) [12], it was recommended that34
the EOS community should hold a series of workshops35
with the aim of investigating the uncertainties in current36
EOS models and determining the challenges. To respond37
to that call, the first in a series of equation-of-state work-38
shops, supported by the DOE’s ICF program, was held39
at the Laboratory for Laser Energetics (LLE), University40
of Rochester on 31 May - 2nd June, 2017. The aim of41
this paper is to present a detailed review on the findings42
from this workshop, which focussed on fundamental EOS43
issues with respect to ICF modeling. They are summa-44
rized here:45
1. Model-model variations of 5-10% are present46
throughout the temperatures and densities of interest47
to ICF, and are significantly larger in regions where48
ionization and dissociation is taking place,49
∗Corresponding authors
Email addresses: gaffney3@llnl.gov (J.A. Gaffney),
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2. In several cases, models that agree well in P-ρ space50
have significantly different temperatures and com-51
pressibilities, making temperature data extremely52
useful for constraining models,53
3. The deuterium EOS is quite uncertain, with no single54
model able to match all of the available data around55
1 Mbar, and none of the popular ICF EOS tables are56
in agreement with first-principles approaches. State-57
of-the-art experimental and theoretical results are in58
much better agreement, and so the prospect of new59
high-precision D2 EOS tables is encouraging,60
4. The lack of a precise experimental platform capable61
of reaching > 100 Mbar leads to significant uncer-62
tainties in ablator EOSs, in particular in the peak63
compression region where model variations can be64
large.65
The paper is organized as follows: In section 2 we give66
a brief discussion of ICF experiments and motivate our67
choice of comparison cases; in section 3 we briefly intro-68
duce the rich set of theoretical approaches used to build69
modern EOS tables. In section 4 we describe the work-70
shop format and the data submissions we received. In71
sections 5 - 8 we present comparisons of theoretical cal-72
culations and experimental data for 4 ICF-relevant mate-73
rials: deuterium, beryllium, carbon and polystyrene. Fi-74
nally in section 9 we summarize our findings and discuss75
the perspectives for the EOS and ICF communities.76
2. Material Conditions of interest to ICF research77
In ICF [13], an external driver delivers kinetic energy78
(through material ablation or the v×B force) to a shell of79
dense material filled with hydrogen-isotope (deuterium-80
tritium, DT) fusion fuel, causing it to implode. The81
DT fuel is compressed and heated to stimulate a self-82
sustaining fusion burn. Current ICF experiments focus83
on three approaches, characterized by the nature of the84
drive: ‘direct drive’ experiments in which a spherical plas-85
tic shell is directly illuminated by a high energy (MJ class)86
laser [14, 15], ‘indirect drive’ experiments in which laser87
energy is first converted to a bath of quasi-thermal X-rays88
[16, 17], and magnetically driven experiments in which a89
cylinder of material is magnetically imploded using high90
(MA) electric current [18–20]. Under shock compression91
and subsequent radial convergence, both the DT and ab-92
lator materials can experience extreme pressures ranging93
from millions to hundreds of billions atmospheres (Mbar94
- 100 GBar) making this a particular challenge for EOS95
models.96
Table 1 shows the conditions at some selected points97
during an ICF implosion. The first shock is very impor-98
tant in setting the fuel entropy and determining the den-99
sity profile of the mass driver as it implodes. This makes100
the principle Hugoniot of ICF materials at pressures of 1-101
10 Mbar very important, as well as the release isentropes102
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Location DT Ablators
First Shock
0.6-1.0 g/cm3
1-10 eV
3-10 g/cm3
1-10 eV
In-flight
5-10 g/cm3
10-50 eV
5-10 g/cm3
10-50 eV
Stagnating
300-1000 g/cm3
100-500 eV
200-500 g/cm3
100-500 eV
Hotspot
50-100 g/cm3
1-10 keV
-
Table 1: Conditions at some selected points during an ICF implosion
from those pressures. Conditions behind the first shock103
are 1-10 eV and several times compressed (densities of104
several g/cm3), while conditions in the ablation region105
are somewhat hotter and decompressed. At stagnation106
the central DT ‘hotspot’ reaches multi-keV temperatures107
and densities of ∼ 50 − 100g/cm3 while the surrounding108
DT is at ∼ 100 − 500 eV and ∼ 300 − 1000g/cm3. The109
plasma conditions for ablators are similar to the DT ice110
layer. The precise trajectory taken during the implosion111
is very important in determining the final neutron yield;112
in this work we will attempt to address the wide rang-113
ing EOS quantities between these points as well as the114
principal Hugoniot.115
3. Equation-of-State Calculations & Tables116
Simulations of ICF implosions are most often done us-117
ing hydrodynamics codes. In this context, the EOS is118
required to close the conservation equations at all (T ,ρ)119
points in the simulation. It is not computationally fea-120
sible to have large-scale simulation codes also calculate121
material properties like the EOS ‘on-the-fly’, and so it122
has become common practice to generate EOS data in123
tabular form which can be interpolated by hydrodynam-124
ics codes as required. The state-of-the-art approach is to125
perform a large (as large as possible given computational126
constraints) set of first principles calculations of various127
types in order to span as much of (T, ρ) space as possible.128
These data can then be treated on the same footing as129
experimental data and fitted using analytic EOS models130
to generate a wide-ranging and continuous lookup table.131
There are various theoretical approaches which may be132
used to predict EOS data, each with their own region133
of applicability. In this section we briefly introduce the134
methods of relevance to our comparison.135
3.1. Chemical Models136
Chemical EOS models describe the plasma state as a137
combination of well-defined atomic and molecular species138
with approximate interactions between them. A model for139
the free energy of the mixture as a function of the species140
populations is minimized to find the plasma composition141
at a given temperature and density. In general, the free142
energy of a system is decomposed into three contributions:143
the cold curve, the ionic thermal term, and the electronic144
thermal term. Different physics models are used for each145
of these terms to build up global EOS models, which are146
often adjusted to match the available experimental data.147
The original EOS library, called ‘SESAME’ and created148
at Los Alamos National Laboratory [21], was based on149
such a chemical picture of matter. In addition, the SCvH-150
EOS model of hydrogen [22] was also built for astrophysics151
applications in a similar spirit.152
3.2. Molecular Dynamics153
In recent years, quantum molecular dynamics (QMD)154
simulations [23] have emerged as the most popular first155
principles simulation method for EOS calculations. In156
this approach, a computational box is populated with157
nuclei or ions and evolved in time; the means by which158
ion-ion interaction potentials are calculated defines the159
region of applicability and computational cost of a given160
MD method. For the HEDP-relevant situation of mod-161
erately coupled ions and quantum electrons, calculations162
based on Kohn-Sham density functional theory (KSMD)163
[24–27] are the state-of-the-art. These calculations are164
highly accurate but are limited to relatively low temper-165
atures (T . TF , TF is the Fermi energy of the system)166
due to the increasingly large number of single particle167
orbitals required for convergence. This problem can be168
alleviated by treating the high energy electronic states169
analytically [28, 29], or by replacing the KS functional170
with an approximate one resulting in so-called orbital-free171
molecular dynamics (OFMD) [30, 31]. OFMD is a limit of172
KSMD at high temperature, and this result can be used173
to reproduce the KSMD equation of state at high tem-174
perature [32–34] in order to generate wide-ranging first-175
principles EOS tables. Such combined KSMD-OFMD cal-176
culations have been applied to build so-called ‘first princi-177
ples equation-of-state’ (FPEOS) tables for some ICF ma-178
terials [35–38].179
The exact orbital-free kinetic energy density functional180
is not known; typical EOS calculations will use the181
Thomas-Fermi (TF) functional [31], along with one of182
several classes of correction terms. Similarly, any den-183
sity functional theory (DFT) based approach requires an184
exchange-correlation (XC) functional which is a second185
approximation in both KSMD and OFMD. Modern EOS186
calculations may use the zero-temperature XC functionals187
from solid state theory [39, 40] or newer focussed efforts188
to develop high temperature results [41, 42].189
Alongside the quantum methods of KSMD and OFMD,190
it has been shown that very accurate results can be found191
by performing classical MD calculations using effective192
potentials [43–49]. In these calculations, it is the genera-193
tion of the effective ion-ion interactions to account for the194
quantum electron motion that determines the success of195
the approach.196
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3.3. Quantum Monte Carlo197
In quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) simulations, expec-198
tation values of thermodynamic quantities are calculated199
directly using Monte Carlo integration of the many-body200
wave function or thermal density matrix. For EOS appli-201
cations, the path integral Monte Carlo (PIMC) approach202
has proven to be very effective [50]. In this method the203
thermal density matrix is expanded as a series of approx-204
imately high-temperature steps in imaginary time, and205
used to efficiently sample the many body electron and206
ion configuration space. The method naturally includes fi-207
nite temperature effects and is increasingly efficient as the208
temperature increases, making it a natural complement to209
QMD. Calculations are exact for Bosons; for Fermions the210
antisymmetry of the many body wavefunction must be en-211
forced through a so-called nodal approximation [51, 52].212
The choice of nodal approximation is a potential source213
of error in these calculations, and additional errors come214
from the finite size of the simulation cell.215
The most recent calculation uses the Coupled Electron-216
ion Monte Carlo method [53] which relies on the Born-217
Oppenheimer approximation to separate the energy scales218
of the ionic and electronic degrees of freedom.219
3.4. Other Approaches220
There are many EOS approaches which do not fall into221
the previous categories. These may have been developed222
for many reasons; they are of great interest here since223
they provide independent estimates of the EOS, often224
with very well understood limiting behaviors and ranges225
of applicability. We will briefly summarize the methods226
of relevance to our comparison.227
Atom-in-jellium models [54, 55] aim to account for228
plasma effects on atomic bound states by surrounding229
an atomic cell with a plasma potential (often using the230
muffin-tin approximation). Bound and free electronic231
states are calculated self-consistently with the atomic and232
plasma potential. The approach is popular for EOS ap-233
plications since it gives sensible results over an extremely234
large range of parameters and is computationally inex-235
pensive.236
A criticism of the atom-in-jellium approach, and aver-237
age atom approaches in general, is that electronic wave-238
functions outside the atom cell are asymptotically free,239
meaning that possible multiple scattering of electrons at240
high density is neglected. As a result there has been in-241
terest in applying multiple scattering, or Korringa-Kohn-242
Rostoker (KKR) [56, 57], theory to EOS calculations. In243
this approach, a Green’s function approach is used to ex-244
tend single-site atomic calculations to include multi-site245
effects on free electrons. Recently, work has started to246
extend the approach to high temperatures [58, 59] suit-247
able for ICF applications. State-of-the-art calculations248
provide EOS data that can span large temperature ranges249
and are significantly less expensive than plane-wave based250
DFT calculations.251
Another important effect in EOS calculations is ion-ion252
correlations. The average atom methods described above253
approximate or neglect these effects, essentially using an254
approximate ion-ion correlation function g(r). There are255
several theories which capture ionic correlations. In hy-256
pernetted chain (HNC) calculations [60], g(r) is calcu-257
lated explicitly for a given ion-ion interaction potential.258
Given knowledge of g(r), modifications can be made to259
electronic structure calculations to account for ion corre-260
lations. One example of this is the so-called pseudoatom261
(PA) method [61], in which an auxiliary atomic system is262
defined which does not include the electron density due to263
the pair correlation function. This approach may be used264
to generate potentials for subsequent MD calculations.265
In the activity expansion method [62–65], the plasma266
phase is described as an ensemble of nuclei and electrons267
and the bound states they may form. The methods of268
statistical mechanics allow the grand partition function269
to be expanded in a convergent series of terms expressing270
increasingly large numbers of interacting particles, with271
quantum corrections, in which bound states have been272
renormalized as separate species. The resulting model in-273
cludes a detailed description of atomic energy levels and274
so has proven very useful as a foundation for plasma opac-275
ity calculations as well as EOS [66, 67].276
4. Workshop Submissions & Comparison Strategy277
4.1. Workshop Format278
The workshop was hosted by the Laboratory for Laser279
Energetics at the University of Rochester, New York from280
May 31st to June 2nd 2017, and took the format of a code281
comparison workshop [68–70]. Workshop attendees were282
asked to submit theoretical and experimental results for283
EOS quantities over a range of materials and thermody-284
namic conditions which were collated and discussed dur-285
ing the meeting through a combination of invited talks286
and discussion sessions.287
4.2. Submitted Data288
Contributions were requested for deuterium (D) and289
the important ablator materials carbon, beryllium and290
polystyrene (CH), alongside we received a voluntary sub-291
mission of QMD data for B4C [71, 72]. In most cases, the292
submitted data were along the principal Hugoniot and at293
off-Hugoniot points spanning the range of states from the294
first shock through to peak compression (T = 1− 10, 000295
eV and ρ = 1 − 1, 000 g/cm3). When available, models296
also provided release isentropes from initial pressures of297
1-30 Mbar, and radial distribution functions g(r).298
A summary of the submitted data is shown in figure 1.299
We received a total of 129 data submissions from 21 re-300
search groups spanning the full range of theoretical EOS301
approaches, along with some very recent experimental302
datasets. Each submission has been assigned a unique303
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D Be C CH
Hugoniot
Table
Release
g(r)
ColdCurve
18 18 7 13
12 12 8 6
2 3 4
6 3 2 1
3 3 3 4
Number of Submissions (128 total)
Figure 1: Summary of the data submissions to the EOS workshop.
A single submission can consist of several points in ρ, T space.
tag and plot style which will be used consistently in all304
of the comparison plots in this review. We give a brief305
description of each submission below and a summary can306
be found in table 3 at the end of this manuscript.307
We received 14 ‘global’ EOS table submissions, that is,308
wide-ranging tables designed for use in ICF simulations.309
We received 4 purely first-principles tables; fpeos pro-310
vides a combined PIMC and KSMD EOS for D2 [9, 35]311
and combined OFMD-KSMD based EOS for Be [36] and312
CH [37]; reos is a hydrogen EOS table that combines313
MD, PIMC and free energy models which we have scaled314
at constant energy and mass to describe D2 [73, 74]; leos315
9061 is an EOS for C that combines MD and PIMC with316
Purgatorio atom-in-jellium [75] results at high tempera-317
ture [76]; qofwh combines orbital-free and quantum re-318
sults in a way that reproduces the KSMD equation of319
state at high temperature [32–34]. Alongside these models320
there are several experimental data-driven tables, which321
use similar methods as the previous global tables to match322
the available experimental data. opensesame uses novel323
particle swarm techniques [77] to fit an EOS consisting of324
the INFERNO approach for electrons [55], the ionic model325
due to Johnson [78] and the CHARTD cold-curve model326
[79] to a comprehensive set of experimental data [80–90];327
sesame 5263 uses a 3-phase (fluid, molecular solid and328
metallic solid) chemical model for D2 due to Kerley [91–329
93] and leos 1014 is an updated version using a similar330
approach [94]; sesame 5267 is another modern multi-331
phase free energy based model for D2 [22, 95]; cb 1017 is332
a D2 model which combines DFT and PIMC for a quan-333
tum treatment of ions and electrons [96]. For C, sesame334
7830 is a multiphase chemical model [97]. For CH, leos335
5111 is based on the HQEOS model [98] augmented by336
thermochemical data from the CHEQ model [99]; sesame337
7593 is an average atom model based on Thomas-Fermi-338
Dirac [100–102] and CHARTD calculations [79] with a339
cold curve matched to shock and sound speed data; leos340
5112 is a CH version of the leos 5400 glow discharge341
plastic (GDP, CH1.36) EOS [103] which is fit to recent342
hugoniot data [104] as well as NIF ‘keyhole’ data [2]. For343
Be, sesame 2023 is an average atom model similar to344
sesame 7593 while xeos 40 is based on the QEOS model345
[105] which agrees well with QMD calculations [106].346
We also received a large number of simulated data347
points. Almost half of these submissions were MD-348
based. ksmd-reos[73, 74], ksmd-bs[31, 107], ksmd are349
KS-DFT based calculations, while ksmd-ext are KSMD350
calculations extended to high temperature analytically351
treating high energy electronic states as plane waves352
[28, 29]. Several submissions use OFMD with correc-353
tions intended to improve accuracy: ofmd-gc use a354
Weizsa¨cker density gradient correction [30] with a pa-355
rameter matched to KSMD at low temperatures [108],356
ofmd-rc use nonlocal corrections determined to repro-357
duce the plasma response function [109], ofmd-bs uses358
a bootstrap procedure (against ksmd-bs results) to gen-359
erate accurate Hugoniot curves [107], while ofmd-tfd360
and ofmd-tfdw are the classic Thomas-Fermi-Dirac and361
Weizsa¨cker OFMD respectively. ksmd-ofmd combines362
KSMD and OFMD with a new temperature dependant363
XC potential to generate results over a wide range of tem-364
peratures [41, 42, 110, 111]. The md-paks and md-qsp365
models perform MD calculations using effective interac-366
tion potentials; md-paks uses KS-DFT in a pseudoatom367
picture [46–49] while md-qsp forms potentials based on368
a calculation of pair density matrices [44, 45]. In qmc-369
cei calculations, PIMC is used to find both the electronic370
and ionic contribution to the EOS [53, 112]. Those cal-371
culations use 54 atoms and new methods to correct for372
finite-size errors, and path integrals were used to model373
zero-point effects of the ions.374
Caclulations labeled npa+mhnc use the neutral pseu-375
doatom (NPA) approach for electronic structure, coupled376
to a modified HNC prescription [113, 114]. bemuze also377
uses an NPA approach and fluid ions following the meth-378
ods developed in reference [47], with electron pressures379
calculated using the Virial theorem and ion contributions380
to the internal energy and pressure approximated by 3/2T381
and nT , respectively. chnc are classical-map HNC cal-382
culations which aim to use effective interaction potentials383
and temperatures in classical HNC to recover the quan-384
tum mechanical electron density [115–118]. purgatorio385
is a modern implementation [75] of the atom-in-jellium386
model. mecca uses KKR multiple-scattering theory ex-387
tended to high temperature [58]; we received mecca cal-388
culations using 3 different exchange-correlation function-389
als which are noted in the plots. actex is an imple-390
mentation of the activity expansion statistical mechanics391
model, and finally nikiforov uses the one component392
plasma (OCP) [119, 120] picture. A summary of these393
EOS models is shown in table 3.394
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Material ρ0 (g/cm
3) T0 (K)
D 0.171 20
Be 1.84 300
C 3.51 300
CH 1.05 300
Table 2: Initial conditions for the principal Hugoniot curves. Hugo-
niot curves were generated using these initial conditions along with
the pressure and internal energies appropriate for the particular
model.
4.3. Comparisons395
For the purposes of this comparison we will consider396
model data on the principal Hugoniot as well as off-397
Hugoniot data plotted along isochores. Given the large398
number of EOS points received for this study, it is not399
feasible to present a comparison of all the data. Instead,400
we will make comparisons for ICF-relevant temperatures401
and densities.402
The principal Hugoniot describes the locus of thermo-403
dynamic states which can be accessed by driving a single404
shock wave into the material. This is of great importance405
due to the preponderance of shock-wave based EOS mea-406
surements, and due to the presence of strong shock waves407
launched by the drive in ICF implosions. In this work408
we use initial conditions suitable for a typical ICF implo-409
sion, that is, cryogenic DT ice surrounded by an ablator410
at approximately ambient conditions. Note that in shock411
EOS experiments, D2 is often used instead of DT. The de-412
tailed initial conditions are shown in table 2; along with413
the initial temperature and density given in the table, con-414
tributing authors were asked to take the initial pressure415
and energy appropriate to their theoretical approach.416
As mentioned previously we are particular interested417
in the principal Hugoniot at around 1-10Mbar, the typi-418
cal ICF design pressure of the first shock. In addition,419
the region of peak compression on the Hugoniot is of420
particular interest since this is very sensitive to the spe-421
cific heat of the plasma under conditions where ioniza-422
tion and/or dissociation are important. These processes423
cause the Hugoniot to have a characteristic shape where424
the density compresses beyond the ideal-gas maximum of425
(γ+ 1)/(γ−1) = 4, then rolls over and tends towards the426
ideal gas result at high pressure.427
The Hugoniot curve can be plotted in several ways. For428
our purposes, the final states in ρ-P space are perhaps429
the most interesting since these tend to accentuate dif-430
ferences. These plots also make changes in the compress-431
ibility very clear which is of importance to ICF. From432
an experimental perspective, however, it is the shock and433
particle velocities which are important, since these are434
directly observable using velocity interferometry of the435
shock front. Plotting in this space, models which give sig-436
nificantly different compressibility lie very close to each437
other, a fact which highlights the extreme precision re-438
quired of experimental EOS efforts.439
The principal Hugoniot represents an extremely limited440
set of thermodynamic states. In ICF implosions, multi-441
ple shocks, release and thermal waves, ablated material442
and isobaric compression regions all introduce important443
dependancies on a diverse range of state variables away444
from the Hugoniot. It is generally very difficult to high-445
light the ‘most important‘ regions where models can be446
compared. In this work we will present comparisons along447
several isochores in order to probe off-hugoniot states. In448
particular we will consider isochores at between 0.1 and449
100 g/cm3, with temperatures that span the Fermi degen-450
erate regime to the fully ionized plasma. These densities451
are well outside the range reached by the principal Hugo-452
niot, and probe both the conditions in ablated as well as453
multiply-shocked and compressed material.454
In order to highlight model differences, we will consider455
the pressure and internal energy normalized to a reference456
model consisting of a cold curve plus an ideal gas of elec-457
trons. This is sufficient to make comparisons between458
model pressures, however, the comparison of internal en-459
ergies requires a correction due to the model-dependant460
energy at zero temperature, E0. In many cases, the sub-461
mitted models could not evaluate their values of E0; in or-462
der to make meaningful comparisons, therefore, we evalu-463
ate the energy from each model at the lowest temperature464
at which the submissions overlap (typically 1-10 eV) and465
subtracted it. This procedure forces models to agree at466
the reference temperature making plots sensitive to differ-467
ences in the specific heat, however, in general it has proven468
very difficult to find a normalization scheme which is re-469
liable for all models at low temperature. Uncertainties in470
this scaling procedure scale as ∼ 1/T and so model-model471
comparisons remain valid at higher temperatures. In cer-472
tain cases, for example where models energies are known473
to be unreliable at the reference temperature, scaling will474
be treated differently and this is noted in the text.475
5. Deuterium Comparison476
The D2 EOS is of great importance to ICF and to the477
understanding of the interiors of massive planets [121]. It478
is also challenging for models due to the relatively strong479
coupling and the importance of dissociation at peak com-480
pression. We received model data from a wide range of481
theoretical approaches which makes for a very interesting482
comparison.483
There has been significant experimental effort on the484
deuterium Hugoniot over several decades. Data have been485
collected from shocks driven by gas guns [122–124], explo-486
sives [125–128], magnetically driven flyer plates [129–132]487
and lasers [133–138]. Many of these measurements were488
made relative to a known reference material, and as a re-489
sult there have been several long-standing discrepancies490
between data from different facilities which have only re-491
cently been resolved. Alongside this, older datasets have492
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Figure 2: Pressure along the principal Hugoniot for Deuterium.
been shown to have significant systematic errors due to493
uncertainties in the reference EOS (in particular quartz);494
improvements in the quartz EOS have lead to revisions of495
the existing datasets [139–141]. The culmination of this496
work are several very recent, high quality datasets from497
different experimental facilities that seem to agree, and498
we will concentrate on these experimental data for model499
comparisons. Namely, we will use the high-quality data of500
Knudson et al. [129], Loubeyre et al. [133] and Hicks et501
al. [134], as well as the temperature data due to Holmes502
et al. [123].503
5.1. Hugoniot Comparison504
Figure 2 shows experimental datasets along with the505
submitted EOS data. For clarity we have split the EOS506
model data into global and first-principles approaches.507
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Figure 3: Temperature along the principal Hugoniot for Deuterium.
From the figure it is clear that none of the submitted508
models are able to match both the high and low pressure509
experimental data. With the exception of the two Kerley510
chemical models leos 1014 and sesame 5263 and the511
chnc calculations, there is consensus that peak compres-512
sion occurs between 0.5 and 1 Mbar, consistent with the513
recent data of Knudson et al., however only the QMD514
based simulations are able to match the compression seen515
in those low-pressure experiments. Almost all the models516
that peak at low pressure stiffen faster than the data and517
so miss the high pressure end of the data due to Hicks et518
al.. While the spread in those data is quite large, there519
is reason to believe that the Hugoniot is softer at 1 Mbar520
than most models predict1. The only approach that pre-521
dicts a softer EOS above 10 Mbar are the chnc classical-522
map HNC calculations, which give a reasonable descrip-523
tion of the whole peak compression region, but this ap-524
proach fails to match all of the data around P ∼ 0.3−0.7525
Mbar. Finally, it should be noted that the three models526
in common use for ICF design calculations, leos 1014,527
fpeos and sesame 5263 show significant differences over528
the whole range of pressures, with a 10% change in com-529
pression at 1 Mbar.530
It is instructive to consider the temperature along the531
Hugoniot, plotted in figure 3. In the range 0.1 to 1532
Mbar, where molecular dissociation is important and we533
see large model-model variations in the compression, tem-534
peratures differ by a factor of 1.5-2. It is also interesting535
to note that the models which agree well with the data536
of Knudson et al. - for example cb 1017, ksmd-ext and537
ksmd-reos - span the range of temperatures, implying538
1A. Fernandez-Pan˜ella, private communication
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fairly large changes in the specific heat. The experimental539
data are quite constraining in this plot, however, there are540
currently no experiments that combine highly constrained541
rho-P measurements with a determination of the temper-542
ature. Clearly, developments in this direction would be543
very useful for EOS model development and validation.544
5.2. Off-Hugoniot Comparison545
The pressure and internal energies along isochores with546
ρ = 1, 10, 100g/cm3 are shown in figure 4. The plots also547
show the Fermi temperature TF at the relevant densities.548
At the lower density, pressures are in good agreement549
at high temperature however there are large differences550
in the Fermi degenerate regime. With the exception of551
some of the OFMD models we see good agreement be-552
tween the first principles calculations in this region, how-553
ever the global models show differences from the KSMD,554
and each other, of up to 20% (see figure 4(a) at T ∼ 1555
eV). In particular the widely used purgatorio model556
predicts a cold pressure 20% lower than the first princi-557
ples approaches, a result of the quite different ion ther-558
mal models. In the internal energy (figure 4 (b)), large559
differences persist to high temperature. These differences560
cannot be explained by uncertainties in E0, rather, they561
suggest significant differences in the specific heat due to562
dissociation and ionization, consistent with our previous563
observations.564
At moderate and high densities, differences in the565
Fermi-degenerate pressure are much reduced, but still on566
the order 10%, with differences of 5% over the whole567
temperature range. The agreement between global and568
first-principles approaches is much better. However, it569
is again worth noting that purgatorio consistently pre-570
dicts lower pressure and energy than the MD-based ap-571
proaches.572
6. Beryllium Comparison573
Beryllium is an efficient ICF ablator due to its very574
low opacity [142] for indirect-drive, and its high thermal575
conductivity for direct-drive. The resulting high ablation576
rate, pressure and velocity allows target designs which are577
expected to be significantly more stable than those using578
CH or C ablators [143, 144]. We received a broad range579
of theoretical submissions for Be, however experimental580
data at first-shock conditions are relatively sparse, with581
a few points in the 1-17 Mbar regime driven by nuclear582
explosions [85, 89, 90] and by lasers [145].583
6.1. Hugoniot Comparison584
The simulations shown in figure 5 show much better585
agreement than the D2 case. At low pressure, in the re-586
gion of the first shock, the variation in models (∼ 5% in587
density at a given pressure) is comparable to that in the588
experimental data. At higher pressure, the variability is589
somewhat larger, ∼ 10%, and the simulated curves may590
be loosely characterized into two groups: stiffer, orbital-591
free models with peak compression at around 1 GBar, and592
softer EOS with peak compression at ∼ 300 Mbar. There593
is excellent consensus between several different models594
with KKR, ksmd-ext and data-based models consistent595
in density to ∼ 2%, and it seems reasonable to choose596
these curves as the most reliable at peak compression.597
However, note that those models span the model-model598
variations at lower pressure. This suggests that experi-599
mental data at 20− 500 Mbar would be very valuable for600
validating Be EOS models.601
6.2. Off-Hugoniot Comparison602
We show off-Hugoniot EOS comparisons in figure 6. In603
this plot, and for the other ablator materials, we plot pres-604
sure and energy along isochores at 0.1,10 and 100 g/cm3605
with the aim of probing model variations for both the de-606
compressed ablation and compressed stagnation regions.607
The first row of figure 6 shows results for decompressed608
Be. While we received relatively few submissions at this609
density the plotted curves represent a wide range of the-610
oretical approaches including KSMD, OFMD, chemical611
and activity expansion based models. At high tempera-612
tures, the agreement become better at moderate to high613
temperatures, especially between models which account614
for atomic structure. As the temperature approaches TF ,615
model differences of over 20% appear (except for the OCP616
nikiforov results).617
At moderate and high compression, model differences618
are again reduced and the agreement appears to be bet-619
ter. Typically, model-model variations are ≤ 10% in pres-620
sure and energy over the whole of the temperature range621
considered, with the exception of certain models (actex622
and nikiforov which are unreliable at those conditions).623
Consistent with the previous section, it appears that cur-624
rent EOS models are in good agreement for Be. Given625
experimental verification on the Hugoniot at high pres-626
sure, EOS uncertainties for Be could be quite low.627
7. Carbon Comparison628
The high pressure EOS of carbon is of great interest629
in planetary science and astrophysics [146–148], as well630
as an efficient ablator material in ICF research [149–151].631
As a result there have been several experimental shock-632
compression studies driven by nuclear explosives [86],633
magnetically driven flyer plates [152] and lasers [153–159]634
as well as off-hugoniot laser ramp compression [160, 161]635
and release [162] experiments. Much of this work was636
motivated by early questions regarding the nature of the637
melt curve at around 10 Mbar; there are relatively few638
data for the liquid phase.639
In an ICF context, diamond ablators are of interest640
since they allow thin ablators to be driven to relatively641
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Figure 4: Off-Hugoniot data along isochores for Deuterium. Left and right columns show scaled pressures and energies respectively, with
the scaling procedure described in section 4.3.
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Figure 5: Principal Hugoniot curves for Be.
high velocity, resulting in an improvement in efficiency642
over polystyrene [150]. It is known, however, that the mi-643
crostructure of single crystal diamond (SCD, ρ = 3.515644
g/cm3) can seed hydrodynamic instabilities and so cur-645
rent ICF experiments tend to use fine-grained polycrys-646
talline diamond (ρ ∼ 3.4 g/cm3, so-called ‘high-density647
carbon’) and aim to drive initial shocks strong enough to648
rapidly melt the ablator.649
For the purposes of this Hugoniot comparison we con-650
sider three recent, high quality experimental datasets;651
those of Knudson et al. [152], Hicks et al. [154] and652
Gregor et al. [159] since they both drive shocks into the653
liquid phase. It should be noted that these data include654
shocks launched into both NCD and SCD, while the the-655
oretical Hugoniot curves were calculated with the SCD656
initial density; according to the global loes 9061 table657
the difference in initial density can account for ∼ 3% in658
compression at 10-15 Mbar on the Hugoniot (with the659
NCD being softer). This difference is consistent with the660
datasets of Gregor et al. which contain samples of both661
NCD and SCD.662
7.1. Hugoniot Comparison663
In this study we received far fewer submissions for C664
than for the other materials in this comparison. Figure 7665
shows a comparison between the principal Hugoniot from666
4 theoretical models and experimental data. In general667
the agreement is good. With the exception of the Kerley668
model sesame 7830, the submissions agree well on the669
pressure at peak compression, with a ∼5% variation in the670
peak compression. At lower pressures where data exist,671
the theoretical curves are in excellent agreement with each672
other and with the liquid-phase data and the melt data of673
Knudson et al., while the data-driven opensesame curve674
predicts a higher pressure consistent with the multiphase675
data of Hicks et al.. In general the agreement at ICF676
first-shock pressures is very good.677
7.2. Off-Hugoniot Comparison678
We show off-Hugoniot comparison plots in figure 8 at679
the same densities as in section 6.2. As for the Hugoniot680
comparison, we note the relatively small number of model681
submissions, however, the curves in figure 8 represent a682
wide range of theoretical approaches. At low density the683
low temperature resolution makes it challenging to assess684
the model variations, however some fairly large differences685
exist in both the pressure and specific heat. At moderate686
compression, the large ionization features are smoothed687
out and we see good agreement between distinct theo-688
retical approaches including KSMD, PIMC and Purga-689
torio. For the most part, this good agreement persists690
to the highest density comparison, with the exception of691
the high-density portion of the cold curve where a sig-692
nificant pressure difference between leos 9061 and the693
other models is seen. Note that a similar difference in the694
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Figure 6: Off-Hugoniot data along isochores for Beryllium. Left and right columns show scaled pressures and energies respectively, with
the scaling procedure described in section 4.3.
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Figure 7: Principal Hugoniot curves for C. The plots contain exper-
imental data for nanocrystalline diamond (NCD or ”high density
carbon”) and for single crystal diamond (SCD)
energy would not appear in the plots due to our scaling695
procedure.696
8. Polystyrene Comparison697
Polystyrene is a popular choice for ICF ablators since698
it is relatively cheap and easy to manufacture with low699
surface roughness [7]. Experimental shock data have700
been collected using high explosives [80] and laser sys-701
tems [145, 163–167]. Though some absolute EOS data ex-702
ist, several of the experimental measurements were made703
in reference to a quartz standard and so those data have704
changed in recent years as discussed in section 5.1. Along-705
side experiments involving CH, there are several datasets706
involving different stochiometries, which in some cases707
may be scaled for comparison to CH EOS. For the pur-708
poses of this study we will focus on three experimental709
datasets in the range 0.1-40 Mbar, those of Marsh [80],710
Cauble et al. [145] and Barrios et al. [165].711
8.1. Hugoniot Comparison712
We show model-model variations and experimental713
data in figure 9. At low pressures the model variations714
are several times larger than those seen for the other abla-715
tor materials, with model-model variations of up to 10%716
in density at a given pressure. Again in contrast with717
the previous cases, the high-quality experimental data of718
Barrios et al. are able to discriminate between the mod-719
els, particularly at the higher pressures observed (∼ 6720
Mbar). With the exception of the scaled GDP model721
leos 5112 (which contains a small concentration of oxy-722
gen), the agreement is good, and it is encouraging to note723
that there are several first-principles curves that match724
portions of the data. Most of the curves are unable to725
match all of the data points, however, suggesting EOSs726
with inaccurate compressibilities.727
Given the small model variations for C between 1-10728
Mbar, it seems reasonable to conclude that the variations729
in the CH Hugoniot at these pressures is due to large un-730
certainties in the H EOS, or the C-H interactions at HED731
conditions. This is consistent with the results of our D2732
comparison. In two cases, we received EOS data for D2733
and CH from the same model: ksmd-ext and fpeos.734
The former approach gives good agreement with both the735
CH data and the lower pressure D2 dataset. The latter736
approach gives good agreement for CH but not D2; this737
discrepancy can be traced to differences in the underlying738
theoretical approach; for D2, fpeos is QMC-based while739
for CH it is QMD-based. Apparently, improved experi-740
mental data for D2 may be expected to lead to improve-741
ments in the CH EOS at first-shock conditions.742
The second panel shows model curves at high pressure.743
Here, the agreement is not good. The three data-driven744
global models, leos 5112, opensesame and sesame745
7593 show wide variations in the compressibility which746
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Figure 8: Off-Hugoniot data along isochores for Carbon. Left and right columns show scaled pressures and energies respectively, with the
scaling procedure described in section 4.3.
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Figure 9: Principal Hugoniot curves for CH. Top to bottom panels
show pressures in the region of the first shock, peak compression,
and the expected co-existence region of diamond clusters and liquid
H.
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Figure 10: Temperature along the Hugoniot for CH, compared with
experimental data of Barrios et al. [165].
serves to demonstrate the potential effects of model choice747
in regions where data do not exist. There is excellent748
consistency between the two OFMD-based approaches,749
however, these are not consistent with the ksmd-ext re-750
sults, which show a significantly increased compression.751
This trend is consistent with the findings of the previ-752
ous sections, where several independant approaches were753
available. Finally, in the third panel of figure 9 we show754
curves at even lower pressure, in the region of the Marsh755
et al. data, where the EOS is expected to be significantly756
complicated by the formation of diamond microstructures757
[168–170]. The model-model variations are similar in this758
region; none of the models give a good fit to the data,759
however, several other datasets exist in this region, in-760
cluding off-hugoniot data, and the global models are a761
compromise between matching the full set.762
We may shed some light on model-model variations us-763
ing temperature data collected by Barrios et al.. These764
are shown in figure 10. We again see good agreement,765
with similar behaviour as before. As with the D2 case,766
two models that give excellent agreement with the pres-767
sure data (albeit with different compressibilities), sesame768
7593 and fpeos, give quite different temperatures and769
may be discriminated through comparison with the data;770
the specific heat in fpeos appears more consistent. The771
temperature data have proven extremely useful and this772
should motivated future experimental work.773
8.2. Off-Hugoniot Comparison774
Off-Hugoniot comparisons for CH are shown in figure775
11. For the most part, the submissions for CH were lim-776
ited to global tables, with some KSMD and activity ex-777
pansion results.778
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There are significant differences in the energy and pres-779
sure at low density. Interestingly, the two models which780
give a good agreement for the ionization feature in the781
internal energy, leos 5400 and actex (noting that the782
actex results have not been scaled by E0 since they are783
not expected to be valid at low temperature) do not agree784
in pressure. Recall that leos 5400 is a GDP EOS model,785
containing a small fraction of oxygen, which is sufficient786
to increase the pressure in our plots. At higher densities,787
the agreement is again improved, with the ksmd-ext re-788
sults providing an important check at low temperature.789
At high density and temperature, some large differences790
amongst the global models appear.791
9. Summary & Perspectives792
We have made detailed on- and off-Hugoniot com-793
parisons between a large set of theoretical EOS models794
for deuterium and three common ablator materials for795
ICF-relevant conditions (0.1-100 g/cm3, 1-103 eV, 1-104796
Mbar), and with experimental data where available. In797
general, we find model-model variations of 5-10% over the798
whole temperature and density range considered, with799
larger variations in dissociation and ionization regions.800
There is good consensus between theoretical models of the801
same type, and often between models with very different802
underlying theoretical approaches, however it is common803
for models that agree in ρ-P space to have significantly804
different compressibilities and/or temperatures. Where805
temperature data are available, they provide an extremely806
useful additional constraint on the EOS models.807
For deuterium, we have seen very large model-model808
variations in the theoretically challenging dissociation and809
ionization region around 1 Mbar. No single model is able810
to match all of the available experimental data, and none811
of the more popular EOS tables used in ICF research are812
consistent with the first principles calculations or data.813
Progress towards a high-accuracy D2 EOS is very encour-814
aging; we have seen excellent consistency between new ex-815
perimental data sets, and between data and KSMD based816
calculations. Ongoing development in experimental and817
theory can be expected to have a very significant effect818
on EOS uncertainties around 1-10MBar.819
For beryllium and carbon, the situation is also encour-820
aging, with good model agreement on the pressure at peak821
compression, however, we received fewer submissions for822
these materials and there are no data at such high pres-823
sures. The polystyrene equation of state appears more824
uncertain, which we attribute to the inclusion of hydro-825
gen and its associated uncertainties at 1 Mbar combined826
with the lack of data at higher pressure. This conclu-827
sion is supported by the good agreement between KSMD828
based approaches with both the H and CH data. It is829
clear that improvements of our understanding of the H830
EOS should result in much more reliable CH EOS.831
Off-Hugoniot comparisons have shown that model-832
model variations tend to be larger at low density, and833
in ionization and dissociation regions. At high densities834
(≥ 10 g/cm3), model variations were much reduced for835
all the materials in this study, however in some cases we836
see systematic differences, apparently driven by the cold837
curve. Clearly a detailed comparison of model cold curves838
will be of interest in future studies.839
New experimental data, particularly at high pressure840
(> 100 Mbar), will be essential in reducing EOS un-841
certainties. Even models that agree well at low pres-842
sure, when extended upwards, show significant variabil-843
ity. When temperature data are available they are very844
constraining, especially for models that appear to agree845
in other thermodynamic variables, and so one important846
outcome of this work is to motivate the development of847
high quality temperature diagnostics. There is also im-848
portant theoretical work required to resolve the current849
problems with the D2 data around 1 Mbar, and in partic-850
ular to explain the apparent broad, soft peak compression851
feature which is inconsistent with almost all of the mod-852
els. Finally, we note the importance of having multiple853
independent theoretical predictions which make compar-854
isons like this possible. Since we do not expect to ever855
be able to probe the entire ICF parameter space exper-856
imentally, continuing model comparisons are essential in857
determining EOS model uncertainties.858
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Figure 11: Off-Hugoniot data along isochores for CH. Left and right columns show scaled pressures and energies respectively, with the
scaling procedure described in section 4.3.
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Model Tag Type Description Corresponding
Author
ACTEX Other Quantum-statistical expansion of the grand partition function [62–65, 67] J.A. Gaffney
Nikiforov Other One component plasma ions and homogenous electron gas [119] J. Cle´rouin
CHNC Other Classical map HNC, using effective potential and temperature to include XC effects in classical HNC [115–118] M.W.C. Dharma-wardana
MECCA Other KKR multiple scattering model [56, 57]. LDA [40], GGA [39] and temperature dependant LDA [41] D. D. Johnson
NPA+MHNC Other Neutral pseudoatom model with modified HNC for ion-ion correlations [113, 114] l. Harbour
BEMUZE Spherical Pseudoatom model with DFT (LDA) electrons and fluid ions S. Hansen
Purgatorio Spherical Atom-in-jellium model [75] with PBE GGA P.A. Sterne
QMC-CEI QMC Coupled electron-ion reptation QMC [53, 112] D. Ceperley
MD-QSP MD Classical MD with pair density matrix based interaction potentials [44, 45] H. Whitley
MD-PAKS MD Classical MD with average pseudoatom based interaction potentials [46–49] D. Saumon
OFMD OFMD Thomas-Fermi O. Certik
OFMD-TFD OFMD Thomas-Fermi electronic kinetic energy L. Kazandjian
OFMD-TFDW OFMD Thomas-Fermi + Weisa¨cker gradient correction L. Kazandjian
OFMD-BS OFMD Bootstrapped against KSMD-BS results [31, 107] J Cle´rouin
OFMD-GC OFMD Gradient corrected Thomas-Fermi, matched to KSMD results [108] T. Sjostrom
OFMD-RC OFMD Response corrected Thomas-Fermi + non-local terms [109] T. Sjostrom
QOFWH KSMD Excess-pressure extension to high temperature [32–34] L. Kazandjian
KSMD KSMD KS-DFT based MD using PAW and PBE GGA O. Certik
KSMD-OFMD KSMD Combined DFT-MD and OFMD [110, 111] with temperature dependant GGA [41, 42] V.V. Karasiev
KSMD-REOS KSMD Used to construct REOS global tables R. Redmer
KSMD-EXT KSMD Plane-wave based extension to high temperature [28] W. Kang
KSMD-BS KSMD Used to bootstrap OFMD-BS Hugoniot calculation J. Cle´rouin
DFT-QMD KSMD Density function theory based molecular dynamics E. Zurek
FPEOS Global (D2, Be, CH) Global tables based on first priniciples calculations. PIMC-based for D2 [35], DFT-MD based for Be [36] and CH [37] S. Hu
OpenSesame Global INFERNO electron-thermal [55], Johnson ion-thermal [78], CHARTD cold [79] A. Wardlow
REOS Global (D2) Combines DFT-MD, PIMC and free-energy models [73, 74] R. Redmer
CB1017 Global (D2) Combined DFT and PIMC for a quantum treatment of both electrons and ions L. Benedict
SESAME 5263 Global (D2) Kerley 1972 3 phase (fluid, molecular solid, metallic solid) equilibrium model [91–93]
SESAME 5267 Global (D2) Free-energy based multiphase D2 EOS [22, 95] D. Saumon
LEOS 1014 Global (D2) Updated Kerley 2003 3-phase equilibrium model [94]
LEOS 5111 Global (CH) HQEOS model fitted to data [98, 105] with CHEQ thermochemical data [99], Purgatorio electron-thermal [75].
LEOS 5112 Global (CH) As LEOS 5400, scaled to described CH composition
SESAME 7593 Global (CH) TFD electrons [100–102], Johnson ions [78], Cold curve fitted to data [21]
LEOS 5400 Global (CH1.36) Fit to shock data [104] and NIF release data [2, 103]
LEOS 9061 Global (C) DFT-MD and PIMC based multiphase [76] with Purgatorio at high temperature [75]
SESAME 7830 Global (C) Kerley multiphase equilibrium model [97] D. Saumon
SESAME 2023 Global (Be) TFD electrons [100–102], Johnson ions [78], Cold curve fitted to data [21]
XEOS 40 Global (Be) QEOS [105] with Purgatorio electron thermal [75]
Table 3: Brief description of the datra submitted to the workshop. Model types are given below and explained in the text.
KSMD : Kohn-Sham molecular dynamics
OFMD : Orbital-free molecular dynamics
CMD : Classical molecular dynamics
QMC : Quantum Monte Carlo
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